Nonnegative matrix factorization for the identification of pressure ulcer risks from seating interface pressures in people with spinal cord injury.
The purpose of this study was to predict and visualize pressure ulcer risks by using a novel approach of extracting computational features from seating interface pressures in people with spinal cord injury (SCI). In conventional clinical practice, seating interface pressure assessments rely on descriptive statistics of pressure magnitude. In this study, rank-2 nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) was applied to the seating interface pressure maps during loading and pressure-relieving conditions in 16 people with SCI. The NMF basis images were used for visual interpretation and computational prediction of pressure ulcer risks. The two NMF basis images encapsulated pressure concentration and pressure dispersion, respectively. The first basis converged on the ischial tuberosity under both seating conditions, whereas the second basis converged anterior to the ischial tuberosity during loading and converged on the coccyx during unloading. The classification yielded 81.25% overall accuracy. In general, higher ulceration risk was associated with higher and lower activations of the first and second bases, respectively. The NMF pipeline yielded promising performance. Basis visualization affirmed the importance of lower ischial pressure and higher distribution dispersion while also revealing that clinical practice may currently be underestimating the importance of coccygeal pressure in response to pressure-relieving activities. Graphical abstract.